
 Product family features

 True multi-location dimming from every location

 Light fades on/off to preset level

 Delayed off provides light as you exit the room

 Line frequency compensation maintains stable  

light levels, despite power line frequency and  

voltage variations

 LEDs indicate light level and glow softly in the  

dark as a locator light

 Advanced programming allows customized functions

 100% factory tested

  Coordinating Fassada® and Stainless Steel  

wallplates only available separately

 Custom engraving available for wallplates,  

see pg. 155

 Control types

  Single-pole (one location)

 Multi-location (up to ten locations)

Direct load type compatibility

 Incandescent/halogen lighting

  Magnetic low-voltage lighting

 Lighting load interfaces are not compatible  

with this family.

Shown actual size: Abella dimmer and 

1-gang Fassada wallplate in White (WH).
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WH
White

LA
Light Almond

AL
Almond

IV
Ivory

BL
Black

WH LA AL IV
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SS
Stainless Steel

Available finishes

Use BOLD color code in model number (Example: AB-600M-LA)

Gloss finishes*

 *Coordinating wallplates only available separately. For wallplate information, see pg. 166. 

  Stainless Steel wallplate includes black plastic trim/adapter, visible from side. Match with separate  
Black (BL) controls.



Dimmers and companion dimmers Switches and companion switches

Digital fade dimmers

  Press on to favorite level;  

press off

 Press twice for full on

  Press, hold and release for  

gradual fade-to-off 

 Touch buttons to adjust light level

  Advanced programming  

options available

Digital switches

  Large, easy-to-use, one-touch  

button turns light on/off

 LED indicates on/off

Companion dimmers

  For use with multi-location  

dimmers only—use up to nine  

companion dimmers with one  

Abella multi-location dimmer

  Provides true dimming from  

every location

Companion switches

  Large, easy-to-use, one-touch  

button turns light on/off

  For use with multi-location  

switches only—use up to nine  

companion switches with one 

Abella® multi-location switch

Abella® dimmers and switches
Traditional 

wallplate opening

Advanced programming features include:

Abella advanced programming manual (Application Note #212) is available, visit  

www.lutron.com/applicationnotes.

 Adjusting fade on/fade off time.

 Locked preset lighting level.
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Connections overview

Magnetic 
Low-Voltage

Incandescent/
Halogen

SwitchIncandescent/
Halogen  
Dimmer

MLV  
Dimmer

Switched 
Lighting/Fans

MLV 
Transformer 
(by others)

Load connections*

Control types (for 2 or more locations) 

Dim from multiple-locations (up to 10) Switch from multiple-locations (up to 10)

Multi- 
Location 
Dimmer

Multi- 
Location 
Switch

Up to 9 Companion  
Dimmers

Up to 9 Companion  
Switches

Light 
Source

Light 
Source
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*For illustration purposes only. Consult model number pages for specific voltage and  
capacity information.



 Dimmer model numbers   Switch and companion control  

model numbers

Incandescent/halogen dimmers**

Digital fade dimmers

Multi-location/single-pole AB-600M-CC3 

120 V  600 W

Multi-location/single-pole AB-1000M-CC3 

120 V  1000 W

Magnetic low-voltage dimmers**

Digital fade dimmers

Multi-location/single-pole ABLV-600M-CC3 

120 V  600 VA (450 W)

Multi-location/single-pole ABLV-1000M-CC3 

120 V  1000 VA (800 W)

The stated VA (Volt-Ampere) rating includes  

the magnetic transformer heat losses and the 

lamp load. The stated W (Watt) rating is the  

maximum lamp wattage based on assumed  

20% transformer loss.

Switches

Digital switch*

Multi-location/single-pole AB-S6AM-CC3 

120 V  6 A light  3 A fan

Rated for: incandescent/halogen, magnetic  

low-voltage, electronic low-voltage, non-dim  

fluorescent ballasts, general purpose fans and 

most non-dim LED drivers.

 Companion controls

Companion dimmer

120 V   AB-AD-CC3

No derating required if ganged.

Companion switch

120 V   AB-AS-CC3

No derating required if ganged.

  All models must be derated if ganged unless  
otherwise noted, see pg. 170.

 *Requires neutral wire connection.

 **Minimum load is 40 W/VA.

Abella® dimmers and switches
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 CC3:  Gloss color codes, see pg. 115
   (Wallplates not included, order separately, 

see pg. 168)
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